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aeropicture is a slideshow maker that enables you to make great-
looking photo & video slideshows with very little effort. the
interface is intuitive and clean. it supports color correction, image
editing, audio, video, slideshow import, screensaver import,
overlays, transitions and animation. what else? you can also
record your own voice, change the music, add slideshows to
youtube, upload your creations to facebook and more. slideshow
factory is a simple photo & video slideshow maker. as is true with
all slideshow factory editions, the software allows you to quickly
make professional-looking photo & video slideshows. its
minimalist ui is very easy-to-use, so there are little things that you
can adjust. for example, you can remove logos from photos, set a
fade-in and fade-out speed, or adjust images and videos
separately. in addition, the software can create slideshows based
on music - you can use your own music or add a pre-recorded
soundtrack as well. you can add text captions and voice-overs to
your creations. moreover, the software is capable of exporting &
importing a wide variety of formats: dvd, youtube, facebook,
apple, vimeo, etc. — everything is possible in slideshow factory.
not gimp, you don’t need to know anything about photo editing to
make a clean-looking photo slideshow. with your simple control
panel, you can easily add music, videos, pictures, text captions
and even placeholders to your creation. you'll be surprised by how
much you can do with the software - for example, change the
setting of every slide and move them using the control panel. you
can also apply effects, crop, rotate, adjust brightness and
contrast, etc. what’s more, you can add important info to your
slideshows by using overlays. prosliderlite is easy to use and will
be your faithful assistant. as you can see, there are various photo
editing & slideshow apps for the ipad. however, some of them
may be too simple for some users. also, some of them lack useful
effects and transitions.
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its time to make your holiday photos more fun and animated with
magix photofunia. the software creates original slideshow with

music, transition effects and diverse animations. you can add your
own music to the images, choose from a number of transitions,

and apply the special frames to the photos. additionally, you can
use different effects like transformations, filters and graphics. the

interface is very intuitive: it allows you to create your own
collection of frames and add photos and music. the program is

compatible with apple ios, android, and windows. looking for an all-
in-one software that allows you to create and edit music slideshow

and slides? we suggest you to try wondershare music slideshow
creator. the free app has only 9 categories of templates, but they
do a pretty good job. this program is easy to install and operate.

the software comes with a detailed manual that contains a
complete walkthrough of its features. the slideshow maker has a
comprehensive settings panel with which you can customize your
slideshow presentation. the program is compatible with both pc

and mac. it runs smoothly and has a fast start-up time. the
interface is clean and easy to navigate. moreover, it has a built-in

powerful video editor so you can make your slideshow videos.
there are more than 240 templates to choose from. all you need

to do is drag and drop the images you want to add to your
presentation. you can also import slides. images can be saved as

individual jpg files, as an image collection, as a folder. you can
also load audio files and video. aquasoft slideshow supports a

variety of formats: jpeg, jpg, png, gif, bmp, wav, aiff, m4a, mp3,
3gp, mov, avi, pcm, mp4. 5ec8ef588b
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